THE CHALLENGE
Continuous traceability of your products during the manufacturing process requires you to apply selected information on different pieces of documentation. The partial labels should be in different sizes and are to be imprinted individually.

THE SOLUTION
The special label design, consisting of multiple individual self-adhesive labels, allows easy handling. The entire label system is applied to your part in one single step. Throughout the following manufacturing processes, the individual labels are removable and available for application to your documents. Another version of multi-part labels contains an additional carrier. This type allows the perfect printing and a fully automated application of the label system.

OUR PRODUCT
Multi-Part labels offers you the possibility to use additional labels with part-specific content, aside from the base label, throughout the manufacturing process. These additional labels may be removed step-by-step or as system, ensuring the right information at the appropriate locations. This ensures complete traceability for your QM documentation. The base label may be preprinted below the partial labels in order to have your name permanently attached to your part.

YOUR BENEFIT
The entire system can be printed online in one step. The partial labels can be removed from the base label during your manufacturing process in the most simple ways, thus, providing the necessary information for your production documents. This clears the way for flexible identification in the most compact manner. With a large number of different materials and adhesives we guarantee all prerequisites necessary for flexible identification of your products. Our Labeling & Automation can supply you with the necessary printing systems, if required even in combination with a dispensing unit for automated processing in your production line.